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Semiconductor grain-boundary admittance: Theory
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The electrical admittance due to majority carriers in semiconductor bicrystals is calculated as a
function of frequency and applied dc voltage. At low frequencies the admittance is controlled by
charge trapping at the grain boundary which modulates the thermionic emission current across the
boundary. The admittance does not generally obey a simple Debye-type form, although in most
cases it is similar. Examples for the frequency and voltage dependence of the admittance are given
for two energy distributions of the grain-boundary trap states.

INTRODUCTION J=JR+QR (2)

In polycrystalline semiconductors the electrical trans-
port properties are often dominated by the double
depletion-layer structures which form around the grain
boundaries. ' ' Most of the research has concentrated on
the dc conductivity due to grain-boundary potential bar-
riers, but some measurements of the frequency-dependent
conductance and capacitance have been reported. ' '"
As a function of frequency and applied voltage the admit-
tance can be very different from that measured in ordi-
nary dielectric materials. ' ' ' For example, the low-
frequency capacitance of a silicon bicrystal is observed to
change by a factor of 25 when a dc voltage of only 0.2 V
is applied across the grain boundary. Only one detailed
theoretical treatment of this grain-boundary admittance
has been published, and it is limited by the assumptions of
a constant density of grain-boundary trap states and a
zero-temperature Fermi distribution of carriers within
those traps. The purpose of this paper is to calculate the
admittance of a semiconductor bicrystal without those
limitations.

In the next section the real and displacement currents
associated with grain-boundary transport are calculated.
The kinetics of charge trapping at the boundary are con-
sidered in detail because it is found that this charge
modulates the real current under ac conditions, and this
contributes strongly to the admittance. Finally the fre-
quency and voltage dependence is numerically calculated
for two forms of the trap-state density.

CALCULATION

In the above equation QR is the time rate of change of the
two-dimensional (2D) charge density at the depletion edge
dR and JR is the total real current flowing in the right-
hand-side depletion layer. The two terms in Eq. (2) will
be evaluated separately.

To find QR the expression
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QR =[2«oNd(4R+«]'"

is differentiated with respect to time, where ceo is the
dielectric constant, Nd is the donor density, pR is the bar-
rier height, and V is the applied voltage (see Fig. 1). The
barrier height depends on both V and the magnitude of
the net 2D charge density Q trapped at the grain boun-
dary. In general, V and Q can vary independently so

As in the previous treatment, the admittance is deter-
mined from the currents which flow in response to an ap-
plied voltage

V(t)= Vd, + Voe'"',

where eVolkT &&1, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is
the absolute temperature. Evaluation of the conservation
of the charge equation at the edge of the right-hand-side
depletion region (see Fig. 1) with the abrupt approxima-
tion yields two components for the total current flowing
in the external circuit,

Ey

FIG. 1. Energy-band diagram for a bicrystal. This diagram
schematically shows the essential features of an n-type semicon-
ductor bicrystal with a voltage V applied across the grain boun-
dary. Charge trapped at the boundary causes the potential bar-
rier to form. Charge transfer into, out of, and directly across
the grain boundary is assumed to occur by thermionic emission.
The quantity eV~ is the small unlabeled energy difference be-
tween the Fermi level at the boundary and in the left grain.
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This may be simplified using the convenient expressions
for the geometric capacitance per unit area of the right-
and left-hand-side depletion regions, respectively,

where o. is the capture cross section, assumed independent
of E, f(E,EF) is the Fermi-distribution function for
trapped electrons, and eV& is the small energy difference
between the Fermi levels in the left (more negative) crys-
tallite and the grain boundary. Under non-steady-state
conditions the Fermi level at the grain boundary Ez (and
consequently eVt) will generally depend on the energy E
of the trap states being described. The net positive
current density in the right-hand-side depletion layer can
now be calculated as

C„=[e'«ON»/2(JR+ e V)]' '
CL = [e'«oN»/24R]'"

(5)
1

JR i,LR Ji,RL + 2 dJemis I dJcapt, LR

JR ——A exp[ (g+ p—R )IkT][1—exp( eVlk—T)]
By adding Eq. (3) to its counterpart for the left-hand-side
depletion charge density it can be easily shown that

aOR e

aQ v CI. +CR

+A cT exp [—(g+ Pz ) /k T]

XT E 1 — EEp

X [exp( —e Vt /k T) 1]dE . — (12)

and

C~+C

Equation (4) can now be written as

CR ' CL CR
QR=C C Q+C (7)

aiba
NR(r) =Pa, d. +

. Q

2 V+ AQ
aiba

To evaluate Eq. (12) for an applied dc and ac voltage, it
must be noted that tI)R, Vt, and V all generally vary with
time. Only V(t) is known, see Eq. (1). If the magnitude
of the ac signal is small, then QR(t) and Vt(t) may be ex-

panded about their dc values. Thus

J; RL
——A exp[ (g+ QR +e V) l—kT], (Sb)

where A =A' T, A' is the Richardson constant, and g is
the energy separation between the Fermi level and the
conduction-band minimum in the neutral crystallites (see

Fig. 1). Also needed are expressions for the captured and
emitted currents. For this purpose a distribution NT(E)
of trap states is assumed to exist at the boundary. It is as-
sumed that traps at all energies E exchange electrons only
with conduction-band states, and not among themselves.
This is clearly valid only in some dilute limit. As shown
in Appendix A, the current densities into and out of the
group of trap states within a range dE about an energy E
are

dJcapt AoNz (E)dE [1 f(E—,—ER)]—
X [1+exp( —e V/kT)]exp[ (g+ QR )IkT], (—9)

dJ, ;,=2A oNT(E)dE [1 f (EER)]—
Xexp[ —(g+ pR +e Vt )lkT], (10)

Note that the second term contains the net series capaci-
tance of the right- and left-hand-side depletion layers; this
gives the high-frequency capacitance Chr, which is also
the geometrical capacitance.

To calculate the second current component Jz, ther-
mionic emission is assumed for all currents over, into, and
out of the grain-boundary barrier. "' The incident
current densities of electrons with sufficient thermal ener-

gy to traverse the barrier left to right (I.R) and right to
left (Rl. ) are given by

J; LR =A exp[ —(g+&R)/kT]

and

e e
Bp dC (13)

where b. V = Voexp(idiot), AQ = Q(t) —Q»„and Eq. (6) has
been used. The time dependence of V& is derived in Ap-
pendix 8 and is given by Eq. (85) for the present case,

e e
eV, (E,t)=eVt d, + AV- AQ

CI +Cg Cs +C
kT

eNz (E)f'(E) (14)

where f'(E) is the dimensionless derivative of the Fermi
function (see Appendix 8), Q is charge/area, and q (E) is
charge/(area energy). Equations (13) and (14) contain the
unknown quantity

b, Q(t)= J ittq(E, t)dE . (15)

To determine b,Q (t) it is necessary to derive the rate equa-
tion for q(E, t) and then solve it for the applied voltage
V(t) as the driving force. The details of this calculation
are given in Appendix C where it is shown that the grain-
boundary charge may be written as

bQ(t)=Cg AV. (16)

From Eqs. (C3), (C6), (C10), (Cll), and (C14) it can be
seen that the complex quantity C~ contains the detailed
information concerning the density of grain-boundary
trap states NT(E) and the frequency dependence of their
occupancy. The total current can now be calculated from
Eqs. (2), (7), (12)—(14), and (16). For simplicity of presen-
tation only the first line of Eq. (12) for JR will be used
(the full solution is given later). This amounts to a neglect
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—(g+p&d +eVd )/kT

kT

l coCR CQ l coCL CR
5V+ AV .

L+ R L+ R
(17)

From this equation the complex admittance Y=bJ/hV
is readily found to be

eJd. [Cw —Cg(~o)]
Y(~o)=

kT(CL, +Cia )

eA exp[ ((+ye—d, +evd, )lkT]
kT

itoCg Cg(oi) icoCt Cg
+ +

CL+CR CL+ CR
(18)

Recognizing from Appendix C that Cg(0) is real, the dc
conductivity is seen to be

eJdc[CR Cg(0)l
kT(Ct +CR )

eA exp[ (/+/aid, +—eVd, )/kT]
kT

(19)

Also, as noted earlier, the well-known expression for the
high-frequency capacitance is

Chg=
CL+ CR

Thus Eq. (18) can be rewritten as

(20)

of the captured and emitted grain-boundary currents rela-
tive to the current flowing directly over the barrier. It is
expected that this is a good approximation for many
boundaries. In the only published measurement those
currents were only a few percent of the total. After some
algebraic manipulation the current can be written as

Jd, e (C~ —Cg )

kT(CI +Cia )

metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures. The last
term in Eq. (21) is simply due to the double depletion-

layer capacitance which is measured at frequencies so
high that grain-boundary charge cannot change.

If the full expression for Jz, Eq. (12), is used to com-

pute the admittance, it can be shown that with a few ap-
proximations and much algebra the additional contribu-
tion to Y(co) in Eq. (21) is

e Nz. i(EF) Cg(0) —Cg(co)
1+ (22)

CL+CR 2~

where v. is defined in Appendix C, Eq. (C16), and Nri is

given by

N»(E, )= ' f N, (E)e ' f(E,EF)dE
kT

To illustrate the voltage and frequency dependence of
the calculated grain-boundary admittance the complete
expression, Eqs. (21) and (22), has been evaluated numeri-

cally. Two energy distributions of trap states are treated,
monoenergetic and uniformly distributed. The analytic
forms for Cg(co) are derived in Appendix C. The pro-
cedure was to solve for the barrier height as a function of
voltage from the charge balance equation, '
(2«0Nd )'"[4a"+(4a+ e V) '"]

E
= e f Nr(E)[f (E,EF) f(E,EFii))d—E,

(24)

where EF~ is the neutral Fermi level in the grain boun-

dary. Then the conductance and capacitance (Re[ Y] and

Im[Y]/to) can be calculated using assumed, but realistic
values for the various parameters.

The simplest case is for the monoenergetic traps, be-
cause the admittance components can be written in the
standard Debye form

CO 72CD
2

G(co)= G,d+
1+co

eJg, [Cg(0)—Cg(co)]

kT(CL +Cia )

icosi Cg(co)
+ +LCOChg .

L+ R

CD
«oi) =Cht+ 1+6 7p

(21) where

(25b)

A study of the origin, Eqs. (4) and (12), of the four terms
in the above equation leads to their interpretation. The
first term is due to current flowing over the grain-
boundary barrier, and describes the expected dc loss. The
second term is also from overbarrier currents, and
represents the indirect effect of charge trapping at the
grain boundary. This charge, which is partially out of
phase with the applied voltage, causes Pii to oscillate and
thus modulate Jd, at a frequency co. The third term
comes from the direct effect of charge trapping. The
capacitive part of this term, for example, is the geometric
effect of storing charge in the grain boundary. This third
term is exactly analogous to the admittance introduced by
Nicollian and Goetzberger' to describe the combined ef-
fect of the depletion-layer thickness and interface states in

CR eJd,
CD =&2C2 + kT

CL+CR+e NT

2X
(CI +Ca),

(26)

and ~, ~2, C2, and XTi are given in Appendix C. Since
the frequency dependence of this form is well known, only
the voltage dependence is discussed here. Figure 2 is a
plot of the computed barrier height as a function of volt-

age for a bicrystal with Nd ——3 &( 10' cm, e=8.5,
cr=2 5&&10 ' .cm, A'=292/(cm K ), and grain-
boundary trap states 0.60 eV below the conduction band
with a density of 4&(10' cm . These parameters are ap-
propriate to grain boundaries in ZnO varistors. ' At
zero bias, the trap states are about half-filled. As V in-
creases the empty states begin to fill, but the barrier
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FIG. 8. Conductance versus voltage. These curves are calcu-
lated for the same parameters used in Figs. 6 and 7.

height is nearly pinned by the high density of states. Only
when the trap states are almost all filled does the barrier
height decrease significantly. The capacitance for this bi-
crystal is shown in Fig. 3. The value of Chf sllows a
monotonic decline as expected, while the low-frequency
capacitance rises immediately from Chi with small ap-
plied voltage and then falls again near 2.5 V. This low
voltage increase has been observed experimentally and is
shown in more detail in Fig. 4. The decrease near 2.5 V is
caused by the filling of the grain-boundary traps; without
many empty states there is little charge exchange, and the
barrier height oscillates in phase with the applied voltage.
At intermediate frequencies the effect of a voltage-
dependent time constant rz is seen. From Eqs. (C16) and
(C22) the voltage-dependent terms are Pz and f(Er,Ez).
At low voltage the value of ~ is largest. For the example
of 10 Hz, the value of cor is greater than unity there.
With increasing voltage co~ decreases and the capacitance
curve moves toward the low-frequency limit. The varia-
tion of conductance with voltage is given in Fig. 5. The
low bias decrease of Gd, is due to the sub-Ohmic behavior
of Jd, induced by the nearly constant Pii. The high- and
low-frequency curves merge for the same reason given
above for the capacitance.

The second set of calculations are for a grain boundary
in which the traps are uniformly distributed in energy.
To illustrate the differences caused by the form of Nr(E),
the bicrystal parameters were chosen to be the same as
those above except Xz was adjusted to provide the same
number of empty states at equilibrium. The calculated

P~( V) curve is shown in Fig. 6. The decrease is more uni-
form than shown in Fig. 2 because there is not a high den-

sity of states at one energy to pin E~. This yields a
capacitance-voltage relationship given in Fig. 7. The
same general features seen for the monoenergetic trap case
are again observed. However, because ~ is changing more
uniformly with voltage, the intermediate-frequency curves
are more uniformly distributed along the voltage axis. In
Fig. 7 a voltage increase of 2 V causes the transition fre-
quency to shift by four decades while in Fig. 3 it shifts
only by one decade. Also, since there are empty trap
states available at all voltages, the low-frequency capaci-
tance remains much larger than Ch~ until the barrier
height is nearly 0. The conductance is plotted in Fig. 8,

-6-
O

O

U)
0

tog, ,
FIG. 9. Frequency dependence of capacitance. These curves

illustrate how the bicrystal capacitance can vary with frequency.
For ease of comparison the curves have all been normalized to
the same high- and low-frequency values, and hence the capaci-
tance units are completely arbitrary. The curve on the extreme
left side is the standard Debye dependence which results from a
monoenergetic density of grain-boundary states, Eq. (25b). The
other four curves are for a bicrystal whose grain-boundary states
are uniformly distributed in energy. The different curves result
from different values of the parameter b which is defined by
Eq. 4,'C26).

and it differs considerably from that shown in Fig. 5.
Thus the actual form of the density of trap states can
strongly affect the details of grain-boundary admittance.

The frequency dependence of the capacitance for both
forms of Nr(E) is illustrated in Fig. 9. Plotted there is
the calculated capacitance normalized to the same high-
and low-frequency values for easier comparison. The
abscissa is cori [see Eq. (C22)] for the curve on the ex-
treme left which pertains to the Debye form of the
monoenergetic case. The other curves are plotted against
cur [see Eq. (C16)] for the uniform Nr(E) case. Different
values of the parameter b =xi/~ [Eq. (C25)] were used to
generate the four curves. For the curves with b =10, 1,
and 10 only the Jd, term in Eq. (21) contributes signifi-
cantly to the frequency dependence. For b =10 the
third term in Eq. (21) dominates. At large values of b the
curves are almost Debye-type, ' however, there is always a
larger frequency range needed to make the transition from
low- to high-frequency values. This spread is expected
from the thermal smearing of occupied trap levels around
the Fermi level which causes a distribution of r values.
This spread did not occur (the curves were Debye-type)
when the calculation was previously made with the T =0
approximation for the Fermi function.

CONCLUSIONS

The admittance of a semiconductor bicrystal containing
a grain-boundary potential barrier has been calculated for
an arbitrary density of grain-boundary states occupied by
a Fermi distribution of majority carriers. Two particular
forms for the density of states were chosen to illustrate
the voltage and frequency dependence of the admittance.
Numerical evaluation of the conductance and capacitance
showed that their variations depend strongly on the form
of the trap-state distribution.
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APPENDIX A: CAPTURE
AND EMISSION CURRENTS

where Eg is the band-gap energy. However, using
Eg =Pti+Ez+ev&+g in the grain boundary, it can be
shown that

f (E,E~)exp[ (Eg E) /—kZ ]—
= [1—f (E,E~) ]exp[ —(g+ y~+ e V, )/kr],

(A3)

where ev& is the Fermi-level difference between the grain
boundary and the more negative grain. So now Eq. (A2)
becomes

dJ, ;,=(e/to)Nz (E)dE [1 f(E,E~)]-
x exp[ (g+y~—+eV, )/kr] . (A4)

At V =0, in equilibrium, V&
——0 and dJ„~,=dJ, ;, for

each group of trap states. Thus

The rate at which charge is captured by states at energy
E to E+dE depends on the flux of electrons incident on
the grain boundary, the capture cross section of the traps,
o(E}, and the number of empty states,
Nz(E)dE[1 f (E—,EF)]. In general, under transient con-
ditions the grain-boundary Fermi level EF will depend on
the energy E of the trap being described (see Appendix 8
for an explicit treatment). From Eq. (8)

dJ„p, Acr(——E)Nz (E}dE[1 f (E—,EF ) ]

)& [1+exp( —ev/kT)]exp[ —(g+Pji)/kT] .

(A 1)
The current thermionically emitted from those same
states within dE about E depends on the number of occu-
pied states, Nz. (E)dEf (E,EF), and on some average wait-
ing time to. Thus

dJemis=(e/to)Nr(E)dEf (E~EF)exp[ (Eg E—)/kT]—,

(A2)

exists because, even though charge change in trap j&i
does not change the occupancy of trap i, it does change
the barrier height and hence the level of the Fermi level
for trap i relative to the grain Fermi level. It is also im-
portant to note that in general, for non-steady-state condi-
tions, the occupancy of each trap is described by its own
value of V~;(t).

To evaluate the partial derivatives, use

Q; =eN;[f (E;,Es;) f (E—;,EFB)] (82)

where EF; is the Fermi level that determines the occupan-
cy of the ith level and EF~ is the position of the neutral
Fermi level in the grain boundary. ' Then

1= eN; B(/~+ e V&;)
kT'f' ag 9

V, Q~;

0= B(P~+eV);)
i' gk~j

kT
e

&Q; v, gj~,. eN;f
e

CL+C

VI;
e

Bg vg„

8 V)I Cg

CL+C

Thus

e

CL+ Cg

B(Pg+ev(;)0=
BeV g„

where f(x)=1/(1+e"),f'=df/rjx = f(x)f ( ——x), and

E; Ep; E—; —(Es g Pti ——e V—); )

kT kT
E; Es+g /jr—+ev);

kT + kT
From these equations plus Eq. (6) one has

2Acr =e/to, (A5) e V„.(t) =eV„d,+ eh. V
L+

where o. and to have been assumed to be independent of
E. The emission current density then has a form similar
to Eq. (Al},

kT
eN;f

b,g;CL+C

dJ, ;, =2A crNr(E)dE [1 f (E,EF)]-
&&exp[ (g+Pji+ev~ )/k—T] .

APPENDIX 8: TIME DEPENDENCE OF Vi (t)

(A6) J=i L+
J+l

But Q. ,EQJ =kg, so

(83)

BV];ehv+e
i Vgj~;

Consider a boundary with M discrete trap-energy levels

E; of spatial density X;, i =1,M. Then
I

av„
e V);(t}=ev);d, + b,g;

BV gk

e V);(t) =eV„d, + ehV
CL+C

(84)

(81)
M (jV).+eX

j=1 j V, gk~j
J+l

where Q; is the charge/area in the ith level. The last term

To connect this expression to one for a continuous distri-
bution of trap energies, the index i is associated with an
energy E,

b, Q;~dEbq(E) and N;~dEN(E) and V&;—+V&(E) .
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Note that Q is charge/area, but q (E) is charge/
(area energy). Thus for the case of states distributed con-
tinuously in energy,

eVi(E, t)=eV, ~,(E)+ ehV
Cr. +C~

e kT
CL, +CR eN(E)f'(E)

where Q(s) is the transform of Q(t). Only the long-term
ac and dc solutions are desired, and so transient terms in
the solution will be ignored. Hence only the poles at s =0
and iso will be used. The inverse Laplace transform of the
two terms containing dc quantities is

"E[p (E)Qa. +r «)qs. (E)1
lim
s o 1+P(s) r(E)+s

Furthermore, in steady state (dc) the capture and emission
currents must be equal. Hence from Eqs. (9) and (10),

where

P(0)+1
1+P(0) =Qa. (C9)

e Vi q, (E)= —ln
—eV/kT

y
p(E)dE
r(E)+s (C10)

In steady state all trap levels are governed by the same

~],a'
Using a similar definition,

J u (E)dE
r(E)+s (Cl 1)

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF Cg

The quantity b,Q(t) is found by writing the time-
dependent equation for q(E, t), integrating over energy to
get an equation for Q(t), and then solving it specifically
for the voltage variation given by Eq. (1). The time rate
of change of grain-boundary trap charge in an interval dE
about E is determined from Eqs. (9) and (10) to be

q(E, t)dE=dJ„~, —dJ, ;,

=A oNr(E) [1—f'(E,E+)]exp[ —(g+ pR )IkT]

Q(t) —Q&, ——I.-'
—Vo U(s)

(s ice) [1—+P(s)]
(C12)

where I. ' indicates the inverse transform. Thus

U(.) V,.-
b, Q(t)= lim

s~i~ 1+P(s)

where

=Cg(co)b, V, (C13)

the quantity hQ (t) may be written from Eqs. (CS), (C10),
and (Cl 1) as

X [1+exp( eVIkT) —2—exp( —e Vi /kT)]dE .

(C 1)

By expanding pR, Vi, and V about their dc values [Eqs.
(13) and (14)], this equation may be set into the following
OH11:

q(E, t) = —p (E)b Q (t) r(E)bq (E, t) ——u (E)hV,

Cg(co)= lim
—U(s)

s.~(~ 1+P (s)
(C14)

(C2)
where

p (E)=eD(E)/kT(CL +CR ), (C3)
R. Nr(E)f(E)f( —E)

I(s) = dE,
~u 1+st (E)

where r has been defined as

(C15)(C4)r (E)= D(E)/[eNz. (E—)f'(E) ]z, ,

u (E)=eD(E)[f„—CR/(CL +CR)]/kT,

D (E)= [2AoNr(E)[1 f (E,E~)]—
X exp[ (g+pR+e V, )Ik—T] ] g, ,

(C5)

r= [(e/2Ao)exp[(g+pR+eVi)/kT] jg, . (C16)

(C6) Using

The quantity Cg(co) can be analytically evaluated for
several forms of Nz(E). This is done here for two cases
so that the results may be used to calculate F(ei) in the
main part of this paper. For these evaluations it is useful
to note that U(s) and P(s) contain the same integral,

f„=1/[1+exp(eV/kT)] . (C7)
Equation (C2) is most easily solved using Laplace-
transform techniques. The integrated Laplace transform
can be written as

P (E)dE
r(E)+s

K=CR fv«L, +CR»—
one can write

Cg{co)= lim
KI (s)

(CL +CR)kT/e +I(s)

(C17)

q Qo+@

qg, (E)
+r(E)

s

u (E)Vo

S —lQ)
(C8)

1. Case A: Wy (E)=my 05{E —E )

This is the case for a monoenergetic set of trap states
with 2D density of Nzo. From Eq. (C15) it is readily seen
that
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N f(Ez)f( E—)
I(s)=

1+st (ET )
(C19)

After some algebraic manipulation it can be shown that

equilibrium Fermi level. After some straightforward vari-

able changes, I(s) can be set into the form of a standard
integral, and be evaluated as

Cg(~) =
1+LNS2

(C20)
NrkT 1+st(E )I(s) = lnsr 1+st (E, )

(C23)

where To a high degree of accuracy, f(E, )=0 and f ( E, ) = 1, so

KNTo f (Ez )f ( —Ez )
C2 ——

NTof(Ez )f( Ez )—+(CI +Ca )kT/e'
(C21) NzkTI (s) = ln(1+sr) .

S'T
(C24)

rf (Ez )(CL +Cg )kT!e
72= (C22)

Nrof (Ez )f ( Er )+—(CL, +Ca )kT/e

Then it can be shown that

Kln(1+i cov)

i corb/2+ ln(1+ice~)
(C25)

2. Case 8: Nz (E)=Nz

This is the case when there exists the same spatial den-

sity of trap states within all equal energy ranges above the

where K was defined in Eq. (C17), and

b =2(C, +C, )/"N, . (C26)
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